Product sheet
Product name:

Corner holder of guiding rail

Application:

ideal solution for shading of corner windows and winter gardens, designed
only for external blinds with guiding pins S-90, Z-90, Z-70, C-80 and C-65
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Corner holder: components and its accessories:
Order number
01076
01121
01124
01149
01073
01159
00250
00638

Name
Corner holder SET 65-80 mm
Corner holder SET 80-100 mm
Corner holder SET 103-140 mm
Corner holder SET 140-200 mm
Profile 40 x 40 mm in RAL colour
Bottom profile end cap - black
Screw - stainless 5x20 (to fix the holder to the window frame)
Screw 3,9x19 A2 (to fix the holder to profile 40x40)

Technical parameters and material:
Material: the corner holder is made of aluminium, surface painted in RAL colour
Delivery of blind with corner holders:
A corner profile 40 x 40 mm and guiding rails will be delivered in any RAL colour.
Corner holders are painted in any RAL colour and delivered separately from guiding rails.
Note: 1 pc of corner profile is fixed by 2 pcs of corner holders.
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Directions how to measure and order external blinds with corner holders:

1.

measure the distance of external blind from the window (you must measure the distance

between the window and the axis of the guiding rail)
2.

measure the distance between dado and the outside edge of the window (measured width of blind

see the picture above)
The distance between the window and the external blind MUST BE THE SAME FOR BOTH
BLINDS, otherwise it is not possible to use a standard corner holder.
In case of a different distance for both blinds it is necessary to produce a new atypical corner
holder!
3.

all measured dimensions must be mentioned in your order

4.

we will calculate the correct size of external blind according to your given dimensions

You will receive an order confirmation including the re-calculated
correct size of blind with corner holder !!!
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